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A deformation-mechanism map has been developed for unirradiated zircaloy-4 based on the creep data
available from the literature of the last 35 years. These data have been analyzed to identify different creep
mechanisms, based on the forms of the relationships between stress, temperature and strain rate. This
identification allowed the activation energies and other associated creep parameters to be derived for
each mechanism. The creep parameters were used to construct a deformation-mechanism map for zirca-
loy-4 that shows the conditions under which different mechanisms are dominant. This information pro-
vides an important tool for assessing the effects of stress and temperature in design, especially when
extrapolating to different regimes. As an example of how this information might be used in a numerical
analysis for design purposes, a novel mechanism-based creep framework was implemented within a
finite-element code. Although the framework was developed specifically for zircaloy-4, it provides a gen-
eral example of how mechanism-based creep laws can be implemented into finite-element analyses. This
approach allows the creep of complex geometries to be analyzed rigorously, with the dominant deforma-
tion mechanisms being identified and evolving automatically in response to the local temperatures and
stresses.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

One of the fundamental challenges of multi-scale modeling in
materials science is to develop suitable frameworks that allow
the physics of phenomena occurring at the atomistic scale to be
incorporated at the continuum scale. As an example, the analysis
of creep deformation in large structures of arbitrary shapes may re-
quire continuum-level finite-element calculations to compute local
stresses and temperatures that need to be integrated with physics-
based models of how the local microstructure evolves and how
atoms and dislocations move in response to the stresses and tem-
peratures within the evolved microstructure. Owing to the com-
plexities involved, different types of analytical approaches are
needed at different scales, and a major challenge involves estab-
lishing a framework by which models from different scales can
be incorporated at the other scales.

All too often, attempts at multi-scale modeling are focused on
the development of models, particularly at the lower length scales,
and are stymied when it comes to bridging to larger length scales.
Motivated by an ongoing US Department of Energy initiative for
multi-scale modeling of nuclear reactors (CASL), we use the exam-
ple of creep deformation to suggest the sort of framework that
could be the basis to incorporate mechanism-based creep models
ll rights reserved.
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into finite-element calculations. It should be emphasized that we
are not developing creep models but, rather, we are attempting
to show one way by which existing atomistic-level creep models
might be included in a relatively simple fashion into a commercial
finite-element program. The results are limited by the quality of
the data available in the literature for creep of zircaloy and UO2,
and the fact that models of microstructure evolution and its effect
on creep are not well-developed. In this context, the framework is
illustrated primarily by the use of steady-state creep models. How-
ever, we will illustrate the form in which lower-level models of the
interaction between radiation, temperature, time, microstructure,
stress and creep could be framed so that they could be incorpo-
rated in a continuum-level creep calculation.

The mechanisms of steady-state creep that are valid when there
is no microstructural evolution during creep have been elucidated
over the past 60 years, and models for these mechanisms are sum-
marized in Frost and Ashby [9]. The basic mechanisms are diffu-
sional creep in which atoms diffuse in response to a stress
gradient between different orientations of grain boundary, disloca-
tion glide in which flow is controlled by the motion of dislocations
that may be pinned by microstructural features such as precipi-
tates, and dislocation climb in which thermal energy provides an
additional mechanism for dislocations to overcome pinning obsta-
cles. Each of these laws has a characteristic constitutive relation-
ship between stress and strain rate that can be incorporated into
finite-element models. Various forms of these constitutive rela-
tionships are incorporated into commercial finite-element

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2012.08.049
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packages such as ABAQUS�. However, the use of single relation-
ships in finite-element codes is only valid within a relatively nar-
row range of stresses and temperatures, which causes problems
for the analysis of large structures in which both of these may vary
appreciably.

An alternative approach currently used in finite-element analy-
ses is the use of an empirical equation to describe creep behavior
that can incorporate multiple mechanisms and also microstruc-
tural changes [28]. In principal, it might be possible to develop a
sufficiently inclusive empirical law to accommodate all combina-
tions of stress, temperature and microstructure evolution.
However, such an approach suffers from several potential disad-
vantages stemming from the intrinsic problems of combining
many factors into a single monolithic form. In the first place, there
are considerable challenges in developing a useful multi-
parameter all-inclusive law that embraces all the effects that are
of interest. Even an empirical law that forsakes an equation and
substitutes in its place a numerical look-up table runs into consid-
erable numerical difficulty when one considers the number of
dimensions that such a table would need to have to be useful.
However, there are more fundamental concerns with empirical ap-
proaches to creep models in that they hide any insight that might
be provided by physics, they do not lend themselves easily to a
goal of being guided and modified by lower-scale modeling which
tends to be done in a mechanism-specific fashion, and they cannot
be used to extrapolate to new design spaces.

In the present work we incorporate the concepts of creep-
mechanism maps developed by Ashby and co-workers [9] within
a finite-element program. The basic principle behind the construc-
tion of creep-mechanism maps is that multiple creep mechanisms
operate under a given set of conditions but, generally, one will be
rate controlling. By simultaneously evaluating the constitutive
equations resulting from mechanistic models for all possible mech-
anisms that might operate under a given set of conditions, and
adding the effects where appropriate, the dominant mechanism
emerges automatically from the calculations. No assumptions need
to be made about which mechanism might be dominant, and
refinement of individual models can be done in isolation from oth-
ers. Indeed, an initial basic framework can be expanded systemat-
ically to include additional models that might be developed as part
of an on-going research program. An empirical law or database
that convoluted all creep models together would generally have
to be re-evaluated if any of the underlying models were to change.

The mechanistic-based models and equations that form the ba-
sis of deformation-mechanism maps have been used for 40 years.
Their use in a multi-mechanism analysis has been shown for the
thermal cycling of metal films [29]. However this analysis was lim-
ited to a situation with uniform stresses and temperatures, allow-
ing an analytical approach. There does not appear to have been a
systematic effort to incorporate the models into a finite-element
code, as part of a multi-scale modeling effort, so that complex
3-D geometries with variable stress and temperatures can be ana-
lyzed. This was one of the goals that motivated the present work.

Deformation-mechanism maps can be found in the literature
for zirconium, and its alloys [16,27,15]. However, a recent one for
zircaloy-4 [15] appears to be incomplete in that it is missing some
of the creep mechanisms that are associated with the alloy in the
literature. Therefore, the first task of this work was to use data that
could be found from the open literature and to interpret them in
the context of standard creep mechanisms and develop a more
complete deformation mechanism map for zircaloy-4, within the
limits of the data and existing models. We then incorporated this
map into a commercial finite-element code, and demonstrated its
use to analyze some characteristic geometries approximating
fuel/clad assemblies in a nuclear reactor. It will be observed from
the results we present that the framework automatically allows
dominant creep mechanisms to be identified in different parts of
a component, depending on the local stress state and temperature,
and also allows these to change as the conditions change.

It is recognized that the creep models we will be using for both
materials are incomplete, and are missing a number of important
features. A particular limitation is the absence of models linking
the evolution of microstructure to temperature, stress, and radia-
tion, and a corresponding link between the resultant microstruc-
ture and the creep parameters for different creep mechanisms.
Some of these issues will be discussed in this paper with some
thoughts on how such models might be designed to interact with
a finite-element program within a multi-scale modeling frame-
work. It is hoped that the models and framework presented in this
paper will highlight what may be currently missing in the litera-
ture and will motivate the development and refinement of suitable
mechanistic based-models. It is also noted that, we have not yet in-
cluded the deviatoric and volumetric strains that can be induced by
radiation effects alone into the framework. This is a project that is
currently in progress.
2. Development of a multi-mechanism creep model for zircaloy-
4

A multiple-mechanism description of creep relies on the devel-
opment of distinct constitutive equations from mechanism-based
models for each individual mechanism that acts in a material [9].
These equations are cast as a relationship between the effective
shear-strain rate, _~c, and the effective shear stress, ~s, which are re-
lated to the principal normal strains and stresses by

_~c ¼ 2
3
ð _e1 � _e2Þ2 þ ð _e2 � _e3Þ2 þ ð _e3 � _e1Þ2
h i� �1=2

ð1aÞ
~s ¼ 1
6
ðr1 � r2Þ2 þ ðr2 � r3Þ2 þ ðr3 � r1Þ2
h i� �1=2

: ð1bÞ

The use of an effective stress to describe creep is predicated on
an assumption of isotropy. While many zircaloy-4 components ex-
hibit texture in their grain structures, the consistency of the creep
data in the literature indicated that texture does not provide a sig-
nificant effect on creep, so an assumptions of isotropy is valid
when considering only the effects of stress on creep. It is recog-
nized that texture effects need to be included in any discussion
of radiation growth and creep.

With the exception of dislocation glide, the individual constitu-
tive equations that are derived from the lower-level models will
generally be of the form

_~cn ¼ Anfnð~sÞ expð�Q n=RTÞ; ð2Þ

for a constant microstructure, and where the subscript n indicates a
particular mechanism. In this expression, Qn is the activation energy
of the mechanism for the material in question, T is the absolute
temperature, R is the molar gas constant, fn is the functional depen-
dence of strain rate on stress for the mechanism as it operates in the
material, and An is a material parameter that depends on the mech-
anism and microstructure. Unless any are mutually exclusive, the
mechanisms are assumed to operate simultaneously within a
numerical model under all conditions. Generally, owing to the dif-
ferent activation energies and stress dependencies, one mechanism
automatically dominates under a given set of conditions. However,
this dominant mechanism evolves naturally without any external
selection, and automatically changes as the conditions change. This
automatic identification of the dominant mechanism is a very pow-
erful advantage of using a multi-mechanism analysis for numerical
purposes.
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Fig. 1. Data re-plotted from Derep et al. [5] showing the temperature dependence
of the shear strength at different strain rates and at an effective strain of 3.5%. From
this plot an effective shear strength at 0 K of 460 ± 10 MPa can be deduced. Similar
calculations for other extents of plastic strain can also be done using the data of
Derep et al. [5].
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Fig. 2. Data re-plotted from Derep et al. [5] showing the temperature dependence
of the strain rate at an effective strain of 3.5%. From this plot an activation energy of
175 ± 5 kJ/mol can be found.
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The microstructural parameters, An, will generally evolve with
time during service, and will depend on the integrated history of
time, temperature, stress and radiation. In a fully-established mul-
ti-scale framework, the continuum finite-element calculations that
include the creep models would probably be separated from any
calculations of microstructure evolution, since they would employ
different numerical approaches. The finite-element calculations
with the creep models would give information on the temporal
evolution of temperature, stress and deformation for each element.
These parameters would then be the inputs to microstructure cal-
culations, along with information on the radiation flux and
chemical environment, to produce modified values for the micro-
structural parameters that could be returned to the finite-element
model to calculate the creep rates in subsequent increments of
time. Currently, the models and data for microstructural evolution
and its effects on creep parameters are not sufficient to be useful.
Therefore, we assume representative steady-state microstructures
and creep rates in our simulations. However, we will illustrate the
principles of how one might incorporate microstructure evolution
in the framework, using a simple empirical model for work harden-
ing with dislocation glide.

2.1. Creep mechanisms for zircaloy-4

Based on the data and models available in the literature, the mul-
ti-mechanism model for zircaloy-4 was predicated on four major
creep mechanisms: (i) diffusional creep, (ii) power-law creep, (iii)
breakdown of power-law creep, and (iv) dislocation glide. Standard
models for these mechanisms [9] have been used, and values for the
appropriate parameters for zircaloy-4 have been deduced from a
variety of different sources, as described in the sections that follow.
At this juncture, the models only include the effects of stress and
temperature. Incorporating the effects of radiation (as it relates to
microstructural evolution, and the evolution of volumetric and
deviatoric strain), and its interaction with a time-dependent 3-D
stress state is the subject of an on-going project.

2.1.1. Dislocation glide
At very high stress levels, deformation is dominated by disloca-

tion glide. This is the dominant mechanism associated with yield,
and is controlled by the ability of dislocations to move along glide
planes under the influence of a shear stress. The general form of the
creep equation for this mechanism is [9]

_~cg ¼ _c0 exp �
Qg

RT
1�

~s
sg

� �� �
; ð3Þ

where _co is a normalizing constant, Qg is the activation energy for
dislocation glide, and sg is the shear strength required to overcome
the barriers to dislocation glide at 0 K. This equation can be re-
arranged as

~s ¼ sg þ T
Rsg

Qg
ln

_~cg

_c0

 !
; ð4Þ

to provide a very distinctive signature for dislocation glide, as op-
posed to any other creep mechanism, by plotting the stress required
to maintain a fixed strain rate as a function of temperature. Such a
plot is linear decay with temperature for glide (since _~cg < _co), as op-
posed to the exponential inverse temperature decay generally valid
for creep.

A paper by Derep et al. [5] provides data for the creep of zircaloy-4
that appear to be in the regime of dislocation glide. These data form
the basis for deducing the creep parameters of Eq. (4). Fig. 1 shows a
plot of the data for an effective plastic strain of 3.5% expressed in
terms of the temperature-dependent yield strength as described
by Eq. (3). Extrapolation of the data to 0 K, allows the 0 K yield
strength, sg, to be deduced as 460 ± 10 MPa. In Fig. 2, the data are
re-expressed as an Arrhenius plot in the form suggested by Eq. (3).
From this plot, it can be seen that the activation energy for disloca-
tion glide, Qg, is 175 ± 5 kJ/mol: a value that is very consistent with
the activation energy for glide in zirconium quoted by Sargent and
Ashby [27]. Finally, Fig. 3 shows a fit to the data, using the uncer-
tainty in Qg, allowing the value of the normalizing constant, _co, to
be determined as 1011/s. The equation for creep from dislocation
glide for zircaloy-4 with 3.5% plastic strain is therefore given by

_~cg ¼ 1011 exp �175� 5� 103

RT
1�

~s
460

� �" #
=s; ð5Þ

where ~s is in MPa.
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The work-hardening curves of Derep et al. [5] also allow the
effect of plastic strain, ~cg , on the 0 K shear strength sg to be deter-
mined as

sg ¼ 540~c0:06
g ð6Þ

above a value of 370 MPa for annealed zircaloy-4. Further examina-
tion of the data in Derep et al. [5] verified that the activation energy
and form of Eq. (5) are consistent with the data for different levels
of plastic strain. Therefore, this equation was used in the numerical
modeling, with sg being taken as a function of the plastic strain. In
particular, the creep rate for dislocation glide in annealed zircaloy-4
was taken to be

_~cg ¼ 1011 exp �175� 5� 103

RT
1�

~s
370

� �" #
; ð7Þ

with the value of sg changing from 370 MPa for strain-hardened
materials (Eq. (6)).

2.1.2. Power-law creep and power-law breakdown
In the dislocation-glide regime of deformation, dislocations cut

or bow their way past obstacles. However, thermal energy provides
an alternative mechanism for dislocations to get around obstacles
by climbing out of the glide plane, enabled by diffusion of atoms
along the core of the dislocation or away from the core through
the lattice. These mechanisms of dislocation climb are responsible
for the deformation regime known as power-law creep, in which
there is a power-law relationship between the strain rate and
stress. However, modeling of this regime is complicated by the fact
that there is a broad transition to dislocation glide associated with
an apparent increase in the power-law exponent. A general expres-
sion that captures both power-law creep and the transition, known
as power-law breakdown, is given by [9]

_~cp ¼
ApG

T
sin h

b~s
G

� �� �n

exp �
Q p

RT

� �
; ð8Þ

where G is the shear modulus of the material, Qp is the activation
energy for dislocation climb by diffusion through the lattice,1 Ap
1 In many materials, Qp is equal to the activation energy for lattice diffusion, QL

However, Zr alloys appear to exhibit an anomaly in this regard, with QP being much
larger than QL [9,27].

Fig. 4. Data reproduced from a number of sources [3,6,10,15,20,31] showing that
the value for the power-law creep exponent, n, is 5.1 ± 0.5.
.

and b are material constants, and n is the power-law-creep expo-
nent. In this work, it was assumed that the shear modulus of zirca-
loy-4 is given by [28]:

G ¼ 39400� 13:4T MPa: ð9Þ

For relatively low stresses, ~s < 0:8G=b, Eq. (8) reduces to the
classical form of equation for power-law creep [9]:

_~cp ¼ bnAp
� 	G

T
~s
G

� �n

exp �
Q p

RT

� �
: ð10Þ

At higher values of stress, Eq. (8) reduces to the power-law
breakdown form of [9]

_~cp ¼
Ap

2n

� �
G
T

exp
bn~s

G

� �
exp �

Q p

RT

� �
ð11Þ

In the section that follows, the material parameters b, n and Ap

for zircaloy-4 are determined from data collected from the many
sources in the literature that have appeared over the past 35 years.

Inspection of the literature indicated that the data could be di-
vided into two groups, those that appeared to be described by the
power-law creep of Eq. (10), and those that appeared to be de-
scribed by the power-law break-down of Eq. (11). These two
groups of data were analyzed separately to determine the creep
parameters and, as will be seen, there is good consistency between
the two sets of data, indicating that Eq. (8) is a good description of
the creep behavior in this regime. In the analysis that follows, all
the quoted stresses and strain rates have been converted to effec-
tive stresses and strains, so that both multiaxial and uniaxial data
could be used. Again, the consistency between all the sets of data
indicates the validity of assuming isotropy and the use of effective
stress and strain to describe creep. Fig. 4 presents creep data
[3,6,10,15,20,31] over the temperature range of 727–1073 K and
at values of effective shear stress in the range of about 10�4G to
about 2 � 10�3G. The log–log plot of Fig. 4 indicates an average
power-law exponent of n = 5.1 ± 0.5 for all the reported data. The
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activation energy could then be found by re-plotting the data from
Eq. (10) in the form

ln
_cpT
G

G
~s

� �n� �
¼ �

Q p

RT
þ lnðbnApÞ; ð12Þ

as shown in Fig. 5. This somewhat complicated form of an Arrhenius
plot was chosen because it permits all the data from Fig. 4 to be
plotted simultaneously, and the error bars include the uncertainty
associated with the value of the power-law exponent. All the data
combine to indicate an activation energy of 285 ± 20 kJ/mol. The
plot also allows the creep constant bnAp to be determined. However,
the value of this constant depends on n, and cannot be determined
independently. For example, if n is taken to be 5.1, then
bnAp = 6 � 1025 K/MP s with upper and lower bounds of 15 � 1025

and 2 � 1025 K/MP s, respectively
Fig. 6 presents creep data from the literature [18,19,24] in a

slightly lower temperature range (603–733 K), but in a higher
effective shear stress range (2 � 10�3G–5 � 10�3G). These data
are presented on a log-linear plot, showing the linearity that is ex-
pected for the power-law-breakdown regime. The slopes of all
these different sets of data give an essentially constant value of
bn of 1900 ± 200. It should be noted that the individual data sets
also give reasonably linear plots on a log–log plot, but with slopes
that systematically change with temperature. The temperature-
independent slopes of Fig. 6 indicate that the data are better de-
scribed by power-law breakdown. The activation energy for
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power-law breakdown can be deduced in a similar fashion to how
the activation energy was determined for the power-law creep re-
gime. Eq. (11) can be re-expressed as

ln
_~cpT
G

 !
� bn~s

G

� �
¼ �

Q p

RT
þ ln

Ap

2n

� �
; ð13Þ

and is plotted in Fig. 7. As with Fig. 5, the uncertainties of the data
and the parameter bn are represented in the error bars of the plot.
The slope of the best-fit line gives an activation energy of
265 ± 20 kJ/mol, which is consistent with the activation energy cal-
culated from the previous set of data. The value of Ap that is calcu-
lated from the intercept of Fig. 7 is dependent on the choice of bn. If
this parameter is taken to be 1900, and n is taken to be 5.1 (so that
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Fig. 10. The data from Fig. 9 re-drawn to show that the activation energy for
power-law creep in the b phase is 220 ± 60 kJ/mol.
b = 370), then Ap � 4 � 1012 K/MP s, ranging from between
4 � 1012 K/MP s and 1.5 � 1011 K/MP s. This is very consistent with
the value of 5 � 1012 K/MP s calculated in the previous paragraph
for n = 5.1 and b = 370.

In conclusion, the two sets of data from the literature which fall
into either the power-law or power-law break-down regime show
a remarkable consistency in the creep parameters, suggesting that
both regimes can be reasonably described by a single sinh law of
the form:
_~cp ¼
8� 1011G

T
sin h

370~s
G

� �� �5:1

exp �275� 103

RT

 !
ð14Þ

As shown in Fig. 8, the full range of the uncertainty in the model
can be captured by putting a relatively small uncertainty on the
scaling parameter, Ap, with it varying between about 4 � 1012

and 1.5 � 1011 K/MP s.
In general, it is expected that power-law creep will be con-

trolled by core diffusion at lower temperatures. However, an
extensive search of the literature did not reveal creep data for zir-
caloy-4 below about 600 K; all the power-law creep data above
this temperature are consistent with a single mechanism of lat-
tice-controlled climb. Therefore, it appears that any transition be-
tween lattice-controlled and core-controlled power-law creep is
below 600 K, and the parameters for core-controlled power-law
creep specific to zricalloy-4 are not currently available. In the ab-
sence of better data, and to provide a place-holder for this mecha-
nism we have adapted a value for the activation energy of core-
diffusion in zirconium of Qc = 125 kJ/mol from Sargent and Ashby
[27]. This would appear to be justified because the activation en-
ergy for lattice-controlled power-law obtained in the present work
for zircaloy-4 is essentially identical to the value quoted by Sargent
and Ashby for zirconium (275 kJ/mol versus 270 kJ/mol). A value
for the scaling parameter was then chosen arbitrarily to provide
a match between the two regimes of power-law creep, with an as-
sumed transition between lattice and core-controlled power-law
creep at 550 K at a strain rate of 10�9 s�1. This results in an equa-
tion for core-diffusion controlled creep of



Fig. 12. The dominant relaxation mechanisms operating at 600 K after 1 s with a
strain applied at a uniform rate of 2.5 � 10�3/s to the ends of a square sheet of
zircaloy-4 containing an elliptical hole.
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However, it is emphasized that we have not found any experi-
mental data in the literature in a suitable regime of stresses and
temperatures to validate these parameters for core-diffusion con-
trolled creep.

2.1.3. Diffusional creep
Diffusional creep is associated with the diffusion of atoms dri-

ven by gradients in the normal stresses along grain boundaries,
and is identified by strain rates that are linear with stress. It gener-
ally dominates over other creep mechanisms at low stresses. Diffu-
sional creep, which includes effects of grain-boundary sliding [26]
can be characterized by two mechanisms of diffusion: lattice diffu-
sion [21,13] and grain-boundary diffusion [4]. While both mecha-
nisms exhibit the same linear dependence on stress, each has a
different dependence on temperature and grain size. Nabarro-
Herring, or lattice-controlled, creep is described by an equation of
the form

_~cl ¼
Al

Td2
~s exp � Q l

RT

� �
ð16aÞ

where d is the grain size, and Ql is the activation energy for diffusion
through the lattice. Coble, or boundary-controlled, creep is described
by an equation of the form

_~cb ¼
Ab

Td3
~s exp �Q b

RT

� �
ð16bÞ

where Qb is the activation energy for diffusion along grain
boundaries.

A number of authors have reported linear creep in zircaloy-4 at
relatively low stresses [30,31,15], and other forms of zirconium
[2,22,7,25,11,12]. Unfortunately, these data are not sufficiently
complete in terms of grain-size and temperature dependence to
be useful in deducing the relevant creep parameters. Therefore,
in the absence of more appropriate experimental data, we have as-
sumed that the diffusional creep parameters of zircaloy-4 can be
described by the parameters given by Sargent and Ashby [27] for
a-zirconium:

Ql ¼ 190 kJ=mol; Al ¼ 2:1� 10�3 K m2=MPa s;

and Qb ¼ 120 kJ=mol; Ab ¼ 1:8� 10�11 K m3=MPa s:
2.1.4. Phase transitions
There is a phase transition in zircaloy-4 that begins to take place

at about 1100 K, when the a phase of zirconium transforms to the
b phase. This transition is complete at around 1200 K. There are
some data in the literature for the creep of zircaloy-4 at these high-
er temperatures in the power-law regime [3,33,10] and the process
to deduce the creep parameters is identical to that described ear-
lier for the a phase. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the power-law
exponent is 4.0 ± 0.6 while the activation energy is 220 kJ/mol,
with a relatively large uncertainty of ± 60 kJ/mol owing to the lim-
ited data set. Therefore, the equation for power law creep in the b is

_~cpb ¼ 9� 1019 G
T

~s
G

� �4

exp �220000
RT

� �
=s ð17Þ

with the scaling parameter at the beginning of the equation varying
between 1.7 � 1019 and 3 � 1020/s.

There do not appear to be data for diffusional creep in the b re-
gion. Therefore, as a place-holder, we use the parameters assumed
for the b-phase of zirconium in Sargent and Ashby [27]. Further-
more, although there are some data for creep in the mixed a and
b region [Busby and White, 1979; Rosinger et al., 1979; [10]], they
are to scarce to be of use in deducing the values of any parameters.
Therefore, in this two-phase region, the creep rate is linearly inter-
polated between the models in the two single-phase regions.

2.1.5. Deformation mechanism map
The results of this section can be summarized in the form of a

deformation mechanism map for unirradiated zircaloy-4
(Fig. 11). The map is drawn as contours of constant strain rate in
a stress–temperature space. In general, all mechanisms are as-
sumed to act simultaneously, and the boundaries between the dif-
ferent mechanisms are drawn when the dominant mechanisms
switch. An exception to this is the transition to dislocation glide.
For consistency between the strain rates in the different regimes
a transition stress of ~s=G ¼ 4:8� 10�3 had to be set below which
dislocation glide is not active. This is equivalent to a narrow region
in which the flow rate of the zircaloy is independent of tempera-
ture. While not particularly emphasized in the literature, close
inspection of published deformation mechanism maps indicates
that this is not an uncommon feature of many materials [9]. Fur-
thermore, this regime has been specifically recognized in a number
of experimental studies into the deformation of zircaloy-4
[5,14,32,17].

3. Implementation of multiple-mechanism model for creep into
FEM

The constitutive equations described in the previous section
have been incorporated into the ABAQUS� finite-element code,
so that all possible mechanisms are evaluated at every location
and time step. The actual creep rate at any point is determined
by adding the rates from all the mechanisms that contribute simul-
taneously where physically appropriate, and by selecting the fast-
est of the mutually exclusive mechanisms. The advantage of this
approach is that no a priori assumption about the creep law needs
to be built into the FEM code. It is determined on the fly while the
calculations proceed. This means that different portions of a struc-
ture can exhibit different creep mechanisms, depending on the



Fig. 13. The dominant relaxation mechanisms operating during thermal cycling of a clamped square sheet of zircaloy-4 containing an elliptical hole. The initial temperature
was 400 K; the plate was heated at 0.01 K/s to 900 K, held for 6000 s then cooled at 0.1 K/s: (a) 500 K during the initial heating cycle; (b) 400 K during the cooling cycle; (c)
500 K during the cooling cycle.
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local stress and temperature. Furthermore the same portion of a
structure can exhibit different mechanisms with time, as either
the stress or the temperature evolve. Both of these effects are illus-
trated by some model examples shown in the following section.

3.1. Numerical examples of zircaloy-4 plate with a hole

The first two examples are FEM calculations using the creep
model described above for a sheet of zircaloy-4 (grain size of
75 lm) with a hole in it to generate a stress concentration.
Fig. 12 shows the deformation mechanisms operating at 600 K
after one second when a constant strain rate of 2.5 � 10�3 is ap-
plied to the ends of the sheet. A second example (Fig. 13) shows
the same plate clamped at two ends at 400 K and then heated at
a constant rate of 0.01 K/s to 900 K during a time period of
5 � 104 s. For these calculations, the coefficient of thermal expan-
sion for zircaloy-4 was assumed to be 6 � 10�6/K, [1], Poisson’s
ratio was taken to be 0.342 [28], and the temperature-dependent
shear modulus of Eq. (9) was used [28]. As in the similar problem
considered by Thouless et al. [29], the stress level depends on the
competition between the elastic stresses introduced by con-
strained thermal expansion and relaxation by creep. At low tem-
peratures, the stresses build up elastically since the diffusional
creep causes only limited relaxation. At higher temperatures and
stresses, dislocation-climb mechanisms become dominant, starting
in the high-stress region at the tip of the hole (Fig. 13a) and even-
tually spreading across the specimen. When the temperature is
held at 900 K for 104 s there is extensive stress relaxation and
the stresses fall to a level at which the dominant mechanism
switches to diffusional creep. The cooling cycle at 0.1 K/s
(Fig. 13b and c) induces tensile stresses that are relaxed rapidly
at high temperatures, but build up at lower temperatures. Disloca-
tion climb dominates for much of the cooling cycle, with glide
becoming dominant at the stress concentrations, and eventually



Fig. 14. Steady-state temperature profile for a cladding and fuel pellet with a power density of 95 MW/m3 and a surface temperature of 550 K.

Fig. 15. Evolution of deformation mechanisms with time for the cladding and fuel assembly shown in Fig. 14.
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spreading across the specimen when the temperature is low en-
ough. When the temperature is held at a low value, so that thermal
contraction ceases, stress relaxation occurs with transitions from
glide to diffusion mechanisms.

3.2. Numerical examples of zircaloy-4 as a cladding around a fuel rod

To provide an example of an analysis applicable to a fuel rod, we
have analyzed the creep relaxation of a tube of zircaloy-4 (of thick-
ness 600 lm) bonded to a cylinder of UO2 fuel (of diameter
8.0 mm) with a semicircular chip in it (of depth 250 lm) as shown
in Fig. 14. The equations for the creep mechanisms of UO2 have
been taken directly from Frost and Ashby [9], and have been incor-
porated into the finite-element code. Therefore, the model includes
mechanistic creep models for both the cladding and the fuel. The
specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of zircaloy-4 were
assumed to be 285 J/kg K and 21.5 W/m K [1]; the same elastic
properties were used as in the previous examples. The specific heat
capacity, thermal conductivity and coefficient of thermal expan-
sion of UO2 were assumed to be 236 J/kg K, 3.85 W/m K and
1.0 � 10�5/K [23]. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of
UO2 were assumed to be 226 GPa and 0.315 [8]. The effects of radi-
ation, such as swelling, growth and microstructural changes have
not been included for either the fuel or cladding.

The calculations were performed by first computing the steady-
state temperature profile shown in Fig. 14 assuming a power
density of 95 MW/m3 and a temperature of 550 K at the external
surface of the cladding. This steady-state temperature profile was
then imported into a 2-D plane-strain finite-element model to cal-
culate the stresses and the creep rates using the multi-mechanism
creep models for the zircaloy and the fuel. The evolution of the
deformation mechanisms with time is shown in Fig. 15.

3.3. Effects of microstructure

The broad consistency of the creep data for the creep of zrical-
loy-4 in the literature suggests that the steady-state equations
used in the numerical modeling are relatively robust and insensi-
tive to details of the microstructure in the absence of radiation.
However, ideally, a full multi-scale numerical model would be able
to integrate the effects of time, temperature, stress and radiation to
calculate any microstructure-sensitive parameters, and then use
these in the creep framework. Neither the models nor the experi-
mental data in the literature are currently at a level where this
might be possible. However, as discussed in Section 2.1.1, we do
have an empirical relationship between sg and accumulated strain
for use in the equation for dislocation glide; this can be assumed to
represent the effect of an increased dislocation density on glide.
Therefore, in this final set of calculations we demonstrate how it
might be possible to construct a framework in which the creep
parameters are updated in response to microstructural changes.
This could be done by keeping track of the integrated strain, tem-
perature, radiation and time for each element, and up-dating the
creep parameters during each increment of calculation. Using this
approach to analyze the geometry shown in Fig. 12, in which a
strain is imposed on the edge of a plate with an elliptical hole in
it, the effects of strain hardening can be seen in Fig. 16. In this fig-
ure, a comparison is made between the predictions that result
when strain hardening is ignored and the predictions when strain
hardening is included. The calculation uses Eq. (7) to compute the
deformation associated with dislocation glide, so that the effects of
temperature and time are accounted for, but also uses Eq. (6) to
modify the creep parameter sg, for each element according to the
total strain accumulated within it. However, an annealing model
has not yet been built into the framework.
4. Conclusions

While deformation maps were first conceived and developed
more than 30 years ago, there do not seem to have been significant
attempts during the intervening period to incorporate the concepts
of multi-mechanism models into a framework for continuum-level
finite-element creep problems. However, the computing power
now available makes this a relatively simple concept to implement.
Such a frame-work allows the constitutive creep equations appro-
priate for a particular set of temperatures and stresses to be auto-
matically invoked during a creep analysis, so that different
mechanisms and creep equations can operate as appropriate in dif-
ferent regions and at different times during a finite-element anal-
ysis. From a creep-analysis perspective, this approach has many
advantages: (i) the creep mechanism does not have to be postu-
lated a priori before the analysis begins; (ii) design spaces can be
extrapolated to regimes outside those covered by empirical equa-
tions; (iii) it lends itself to integration with lower-length scale
models for microstructural changes; and (iv) different dominant
mechanisms can be visualized as a function of space and time in
the out-put of numerical calculations.

The mechanisms of creep for zircaloy-4 have been studied for
many years. By re-analyzing the available experimental data, a
deformation mechanism map has been developed for unirradiated
zircaloy-4. This has then been used in illustrative examples of the
multi-mechanism creep model. The consistency of all the experi-
mental data for zircaloy-4 over four decades indicates that effects
of microstructure and texture are reasonably small in the absence
of radiation. This consistency means that useful analyses can be
developed at the continuum level, and justifies the use of a contin-
uum creep model that uses effective stresses for complex multi-ax-
ial stress states. However, there are clearly missing areas of
experimental data that would be required for a more comprehen-
sive model. In particular, the data for the diffusional creep that
operates at low stresses are too limited to build an accurate model
from.

To realize an ultimate goal of multi-scale modeling in a nuclear
reactor, additional models need to be developed that would link
the effects of radiation to creep, including radiation growth,
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radiation creep, and changes in microstructure. While an on-going
project will attempt to incorporate some of these effects into the
creep frame-work, there are many aspects in which the present re-
sults should be of practical use. For example, in the problem of
grid-to-rod fretting, different creep mechanisms play an important
role in the deformation of the classing, and in the relaxation of the
contact stresses between the grid and the cladding (which will lead
to fretting). Current empirical models apply only in a very limited
temperature and stress range, which are not appropriate for all as-
pects of the problem. An accurate prediction of the changes in
geometry and evolution of the contact stresses require an accurate
creep model that can automatically capture the mechanism
change, in addition to a detailed understanding of radiation effects.
Furthermore, the development of continuum-level radiation creep
models and correlation to experimental results will require these
creep models, so that the effects of radiation and stress can be iso-
lated from the effects of stress alone.
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